Good morning ladies and gentlemen, and thank you for taking the time to be here today. I declare open the 2017
Beach Energy Annual General Meeting. A quorum is present.
As safety is one of our key values at Beach, I want to begin with a safety message. In the unlikely event of an
emergency evacuation you will hear a “whoop whoop” alarm. On hearing that alarm please evacuate in a calm
manner through the exits and follow the instructions from the Convention Centre staff who will direct you to a
safe assembly point.
Very important to us at Beach are our relationships with the traditional custodians of Australia. We acknowledge
that we are meeting today on the traditional country of the Kaurna People of the Adelaide Plain and we pay our
respect to their Elders past, present and future. We also recognise and respect their cultural heritage, beliefs and
spiritual relationship with the land and acknowledge that they are of continuing importance to the Kaurna People
today.
A few housekeeping matters for good order:
 If you haven’t already done so, could you please turn your mobile phone to silent.
 I would also ask you to note that any unauthorised recording or photography during the course of the
meeting today is prohibited.
 Lastly, the presentation is being recorded and will be available on the Beach website after the meeting.

Our compliance statements are set out on slide 2 of today’s AGM presentation for those of you who wish to
review them later.

There are of course others with me on stage today. To make sure everybody knows who we are, moving down
the line from my immediate right are:
• Matt Kay, Chief Executive Officer
• Colin Beckett, Deputy Chairman
• Richard Richards and Peter Moore, who are seeking your approval for election to the board following their
appointment earlier this year
• Non-executive directors Ryan Stokes and Jim McKerlie, and
• Our Company Secretary, Cathy Oster
Unfortunately Phil Bainbridge cannot be with us today.
As announced on the 7th of November, Fiona Bennett has advised of her intention to retire from the board,
effective today. Fiona’s decision was made due to a sudden and unexpected personal event, the privacy of which
Beach respects. Fiona joined the board in 2012 and served as chairman of both the Risk and Audit committees.
We thank Fiona for her significant contribution to Beach.
With Fiona’s retirement, the board is acutely aware of its lack of gender diversity, and we took immediate steps
to address this. A search process is underway and our intent is to appoint two female directors, taking the board
to its maximum complement of nine. Over time, we will seek to further improve gender diversity. We look
forward to updating you with progress in due course.
Lastly on board matters, this year saw the sad passing of Doug Schwebel. Doug joined the board in 2012. His
technical expertise and leadership skills proved invaluable to Beach, and his contribution to the board and
support for fellow directors were significant. Doug was an exceptional individual and we miss him greatly.

Moving now to today’s presentation.
At recent AGMs I have spoken of broad ranging actions and initiatives undertaken to ensure Beach remains
profitable and cash generative at low oil prices. Such steps have included refinement of strategy, organisational
reviews, board and executive changes, and strict capital allocation procedures.
In FY17, we continued with disciplined execution of our strategy and refinement to processes and organisation
enablers. Combined with past initiatives, these efforts delivered reward by way of an outstanding set of results.
Some key financial outcomes are set out on this slide.
• Underlying net profit after tax increased 353% to $162 million. This was achieved against the backdrop of a
modest 13% increase in our average realised Australian dollar oil price, highlighting the significant turnaround
in underlying profitability.
• Operating cash flow increased 38% to $321 million, supported by record production, cost and operating
efficiencies, and higher oil prices.
• The Cooper Basin Joint Venture generated $105 million in free cash flow, a significant turnaround from FY16.
• Year-end cash reserves increased 75% to $348 million, clearly demonstrating our ability to not just maintain,
but improve financial strength during challenging industry conditions.
We have often used terms such as ‘resilient’ and ‘robust’ to describe Beach’s underlying business, and these
attributes were on show this past financial year.

Our financial results were underpinned by outstanding performance in the field, across both operated and nonoperated ventures. Matt will talk to operations in more detail, but there are some highlights I would like to
mention.
We achieved record production of 10.6 million barrels of oil equivalent. Many factors drove this outcome,
including more wells drilled and high drilling success rates, broad ranging development projects to optimise
production from existing fields, and successful integration of Drillsearch.
Expansion of our operated infrastructure was a major component of our field development activity. Gas
compression at Middleton and increased fluids handling capacity at Bauer will help us optimise production from
existing fields. These will also provide headroom for new discoveries and more exploration, appraisal and
development drilling in coming years.
Cost and operating efficiencies are an ongoing focus at Beach. Our already low cost structure reduced further,
including a 15% reduction in Western Flank operated field costs to $3.10 per barrel of oil equivalent. Lower costs,
capital efficiencies and record production helped drive down our cash flow breakeven from US$26 per barrel to
US$16 per barrel. This is truly world-class.
Progress in FY17 enabled Beach to embark on a multi-year Cooper Basin work program, which seeks to extract
maximum value from this acreage. We now have the confidence to target sustained levels of production and
replacement of produced reserves from the Cooper Basin over coming years. Pleasingly, the first quarter of FY18
delivered an uptick in production and early exploration success, as we work towards our longer-term objectives.
Thank you to our teams in the field and office. Not only are these operational results outstanding, they were
achieved with further improvements to our safety and environmental standards. Safety continues to take
precedence in everything we do at Beach, and we will touch on this shortly.

Turning now to a very exciting opportunity for Beach.
We have communicated our four pillar growth strategy for some time, and demonstrated material progress
against each pillar over recent years. An element of our strategy has been inorganic growth, being the pursuit of
growth beyond our existing asset base.
Our Corporate Development and Strategy team has been very active in assessing opportunities which align with
the company’s objectives and demonstrate the required potential for shareholder value creation. It was
therefore very pleasing to announce on 28 September 2017 the acquisition of Lattice Energy. This is a
transformational opportunity for Beach which delivers significant scale, diversity and growth options.
As shown on this slide, the acquisition of Lattice is quite unique in that it clearly aligns with each pillar of our
growth strategy.
• Firstly, it increases our exposure to the Cooper Basin JV, which, thanks to outstanding results from Santos as
operator and collaboration between joint venture parties, has transformed into a material cash generating
unit.
• Secondly, we will become custodians of significant and strategic gas reserves to be produced and delivered to
east coast gas markets. On a pro forma basis, in FY17 the enlarged business would have delivered roughly
15% of total east coast domestic gas demand.
• Thirdly, the transaction transforms Beach from a single basin producer to a multi-basin, onshore and offshore
producer with significant gas processing capabilities across Australia and New Zealand.
• Lastly, the transaction increases net cash flow and provides stability of earnings through long-term gas sales
contracts. In fact, the cash flow profile could see Beach net debt free within four years if so desired.
Once again, the acquisition is truly transformational for Beach and represents a significant milestone as we
execute our strategy to become a premier upstream oil and gas company.

As always, focus and discipline will underpin our activity, and ultimately our success, in FY18.
We have a major transaction to complete and integration of two complementary businesses to plan for and
execute. Dedicated transition teams have been appointed and in place for some time, including external expert
advice and resourcing support where necessary.
These dedicated transition teams will ensure our focus on core activities continues uninterrupted. The multi-year
Cooper Basin work program is underway, with early drilling success continuing our strong momentum from FY17.
Driving value from the Cooper Basin and announcement of the Lattice acquisition are significant achievements,
however they are by no means an end point. We will therefore remain focused on disciplined execution of our
four pillar growth strategy.
In closing, I would like to thank our staff for their dedication and hard work, particular during a year of elevated
workloads and continued challenging conditions within the industry. I also thank you, our shareholders, for your
continued support of Beach.
That’s all from me for the time being, ladies and gentlemen. I will now ask Matt Kay to address you.

Thank you, Glenn. Good morning ladies and gentlemen.
This time last year we were discussing the challenges of navigating low and volatile oil prices, including actions to
ensure profitability and cash generation during such times. Twelve months on, the reward for these continuing
efforts is evident within our FY17 results.
It is therefore a privilege to stand before you as Chief Executive Officer and talk to a very pleasing set of results.

Our purpose at Beach is to deliver sustainable growth in shareholder value. To do this, four strategic pillars,
which are likely well known to you, drive all decision making and serve as a roadmap for the future. Once again,
we have delivered clear progress against each pillar this year.
• Record production, drilling success, reserves replacement and infrastructure expansions are examples of
further optimisation of our Cooper Basin acreage.
• Our east coast gas business expanded through both operated and non-operated ventures, and more recently
through the announced acquisition of Lattice Energy.
• The acquisition of Lattice will also deliver scale and diversity beyond the Cooper Basin, and will transform
Beach into a leading Australian upstream mid-cap oil and gas company.
• Lastly, our financial position was strengthened during the year, and our earnings and cash flow profiles will
become considerably more stable following the Lattice acquisition.

As we focus on operating efficiencies and cost reductions, safety remains paramount at Beach. Continual
improvement in process and procedures underpins our results, which was again on display in FY17.
We recorded a fourth consecutive year of reduction in our lost time injury frequency rate. This was achieved
during a period of heightened activity, including major contractor projects associated with our infrastructure
expansions. These were completed without safety incident.
Environmental performance also improved, with reductions in spills and spill volumes. On the latter, total crude
oil spills were less than two barrels, and none were above the reporting threshold. Also of note is that no spills
were outside of secondary containment, meaning no environmental harm was caused.

Glenn touched on key operational highlights, including record production, drilling success, facility expansions and
cost reductions. I would emphasise that work in the field in FY17, and particularly in the second half of the year,
provided strong momentum for FY18 and the confidence to embark on our multi-year Cooper Basin work
program.
Beginning with increased drilling and field activity in FY18, the multi-year work program supports our target of
more than 10 million barrels of annual production to FY20 from our existing Cooper Basin acreage, and at least
100% replacement of produced reserves to FY19.
Activity has commenced, with good success in the first quarter of FY18. Tie-in of oil wells to the expanded Bauer
facility is underway and we have benefited from incremental oil production. Compression at Middleton has
enabled maximum capacity of 25 million standard cubic feet per day of raw gas to be reached. Work is also
underway to connect our Mokami and Crockery discoveries, and with success at Lowry and Crawford in FY18, we
have confirmed the phase 1 expansion of Middleton to 40 million standard cubic feet per day. We are also
continuing to work through our artificial lift program, which provides incremental production from existing fields
for low capital outlay.

This slide outlines another pleasing and significant result from FY17. We achieved a 7% increase in 2P oil and gas
reserves, and a 179% 2P reserves replacement ratio. A number of factors contributed to our upward reserve
revisions, including new discoveries, field extensions, production performance and cost efficiencies. The reserve
outcomes provided additional support for our multi-year Cooper Basin work program, and confidence in our
longer-term production targets. I would also note that our reserves position as at 30 June 2017 was
independently audited by RISC Advisory.

Increased production, reduced costs, operational efficiencies and higher oil pricing were key drivers of our
improved financial performance this past year.
Underlying Net Profit After Tax increased 353% to $162 million, and our EBITDA margin expanded from 34% to
59%. This is a significant turnaround, demonstrating the robust nature of our business and a clear ability to
remain highly profitable in a lower oil price environment.
Our ability to generate cash flow at lower oil prices was also on display. We ended FY17 with cash reserves of
approximately $350 million, and our cash flow breakeven reduced to a world-class level of US$16 per barrel.

The Cooper Basin JV has been transformed into a material cash generating unit. Santos as operator continues to
impress with cost and capital efficiencies, and progress is ongoing. Combined with Beach’s ability to opt out of
projects that do not meet our strict capital allocation hurdles, the Cooper Basin JV is also an impressive
turnaround story. In FY17 the joint venture generated $105 million in free cash flow to Beach, a $109 million
increase from the prior year.
Key drivers of this improved performance include a move to the operator / maintainer model that Beach has
employed over many years, reductions in headcount, fit for purpose monitoring regimes and other initiatives. As
a result, the joint venture recorded a reduction in field operating expenditure from $20 per barrel of oil
equivalent to $16.
Capital efficiencies have also been achieved. A 35% reduction in drilling costs, transition to a risk-based
maintenance model and improved contractor terms resulted in a more than halving of capital expenditure in
FY17.

We will turn now to Lattice Energy. As Glenn mentioned, this is truly exciting and transformational opportunity
for Beach. The transaction is fully aligned with our strategy and will propel Beach from a single-basin onshore
producer, to a multi-basin, onshore and offshore producer with significant gas processing capabilities across
Australia and New Zealand.
As shown on this slide, the combined operations represent a diverse portfolio of upstream oil and gas assets,
supported by broad operating capabilities. Beach will comprise:
• Production from the Cooper, Perth, Otway, Bass and Taranaki basins;
• Operated offshore production installations in the Otway, Bass and Taranaki basins;
• Operated gas processing infrastructure servicing these three basins; and
• An expanded portfolio of development and exploration opportunities.
This diverse portfolio of quality assets brings with it long-term stable cash flows, as well as significant optionality
and high impact, value creating growth opportunities.

This slide neatly captures the transformational nature of the transaction. Not only will the acquisition of Lattice
provide a material uplift in production and reserves, it significantly diversifies our operations across multiple
basins and jurisdictions. Importantly, the transaction will deliver a step-up in asset operatorship, with
approximately 70% of pro forma FY17 production under our control. This provides improved ability to drive
development programs, capital expenditure and shareholder returns.

The Lattice acquisition allows Beach to become a true mid-cap oil and gas company, with production rivalling our
larger peers.
With Lattice’s portfolio of gas producing assets, our production mix will become more gas weighted, which
reduces exposure to fluctuating oil prices. Furthermore, most of our gas production will be underpinned by longterm gas sales contracts with high quality counterparties.
These contracts provide stable cash flows and various mechanisms for pricing increments and market re-sets. In
fact, the significant increase in cash flow and reduction in earnings volatility which these long term contracts
deliver allow us to confidently target a net debt free Balance Sheet by the end of FY21, if so desired. Although
this is unlikely to represent an optimal capital structure, it does demonstrate the strong cash flow generation of
the enlarged operations, which is a key attraction of the acquisition.

Turning briefly to the underlying assets, we will boast significant production and processing infrastructure across
Australia and New Zealand. Another key attraction of the acquisition is that by combining Beach and Lattice’s
portfolios, we will bring together leading expertise across onshore and offshore production, and gas processing.
The represents a significant broadening of our capability set.

As well as an immediate uplift in capabilities, production and cash flow, the expanded asset portfolio provides
value creation opportunities through near-term production and development projects.
• In the Cooper Basin, our development plans have been well communicated.
• In New Zealand, planning for gas compression is underway and consideration is being given to an additional
development well. These activities will support sustained production levels for the next decade.
• The Waitsia project in the Perth Basin is exciting. AWE as operator has made recent announcements of very
encouraging test results from the Waitsia Field. The field currently produces 10 terajoules per day, with the
full field development plan targeting 100.
• Lastly, the Otway Gas Project has a number of potential development wells under consideration with high
impact upside potential over the medium term.
Review of the Lattice asset portfolio is underway and we will have more to say about future capital plans
following completion of the transaction.

Our guidance in relation to pro forma FY18 production and capital expenditure currently reflects aggregation of
standalone Beach and Lattice guidance. We previously provided Beach standalone production guidance of 10.0
to 10.6 million barrels of oil equivalent for FY18, and capital expenditure guidance of $220 million to $260
million. Including Lattice, pro forma FY18 production guidance increases to 25 to 27 million barrels of oil
equivalent, and pro forma capital expenditure guidance increases to $425 million to $535 million.
With integration planning well advanced and review of assets and capital programs underway, we look forward
to providing periodic updates following completion of the transaction.

In closing, and to reiterate a key message for this AGM, our FY17 results demonstrate reward for significant hard
work and effort over recent years, continued focus on core operations, and diligent execution of our growth
strategy. Consequently, our investment proposition is greatly enhanced.
Our focus now is on completion of the Lattice acquisition, seamless integration of the two businesses and
uninterrupted attention on day-to-day operations. In achieving this, we will earn the right to deploy our
strengthened foundation for further growth.
In closing, I would like to extend my gratitude to the board, executive team and staff for their support and hard
work over the past year. It has truly been a team effort to deliver an outstanding set of operating and financial
results, and to announce and plan for the transformational acquisition of Lattice Energy. On that note I will hand
back to Glenn.

Thank you, Matt.
For further information and disclaimers in relation to the acquisition of Lattice Energy, please refer to this slide,
or past presentations relating to the transaction.

That marks the conclusion of our webcast. Thanks to those who tuned in. Voting results for the upcoming
resolutions will be lodged with the ASX as soon as possible.

